Rijkswaterstaat’s mission

Rijkswaterstaat is the executive organisation that manages and develops the main national infrastructure facilities on behalf of the Minister and State Secretary for Transport, Public Works and Water Management.
Rijkswaterstaat’s mission

Rijkswaterstaat works to ensure that the Dutch have:

• dry feet
• sufficient clean water
• a smooth and safe flow of transport on nation’s roads and waterways
• reliable and useful information
Rijkswaterstaat in a nutshell

- Founded in 1798
- Around 9,000 employees
- 240 locations throughout the entire country
- 10 regional departments and 5 specialised departments, 35 districts, 3 project departments
- Annual budget: 4 to 5 billion euros
Rijkswaterstaat’s area of management

Rijkswaterstaat manages three National Infrastructure Networks
The Rijkswaterstaat organisation

The ten regional departments of Rijkswaterstaat are responsible for:

- Supervision of waterways and bodies of water in the region
- Implementation, management, maintenance and improvement of infrastructure and water works
- Regional consultation with fellow road management authorities about matters of traffic and transport
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The Rijkswaterstaat organisation

Five specialised departments are responsible for the knowledge, development and support of:

- The public-oriented network management of regional departments
- The preparation, implementation and renewal of RWS’s core tasks
- Support and assistance in the implementation process

Center for Transport and Navigation (DVS), Center for Water Management (WD), Center for Data and ICT (DID), Center for Infrastructure (DI) en Center for Corporate Services (CD)
Management of Rijkswaterstaat (wet)
The Alarm en Berichten Centrum

Main tasks:
- Making and distribution of fairway information
- Completion of incidents and calamities
- Warn und alarmstation R7
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Contact Rijkswaterstaat

Alarm- en Berichten Centrum
T 0031 26-3642747
F 0031 26-3620322
@ don-berichtencentrum@rws.nl
Alarmnummer: 0031 26-3640650 (24 uur)

www.rijkswaterstaat.nl
Website containing comprehensive background information and news about roadworks and other Rijkswaterstaat projects throughout the country, also the portal to apply for permits.